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Editor’s Note: These are the folks who print our newsletter.

Rally Sport Region Will Never Use
Email Blasts or Social Media to
Solicit Money from Members for
non-RSR Events.
Recently our the PCA address info was used to send out
a solicitation asking RSR members to support a heart
tugging cause. It was a fake! PCA is attempting to
prevent repeats in the future. Nevertheless, know that
we will never solicit you for funds to non-RSR events
-- Never!
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On the Grid
By RSR President Tim Pott

There’s still some snowy, icy stuff in my
driveway but it won’t be long before
that turns to water. Here’s hoping that
we don’t get any more late snowfall.
What we need now are a few days of
good, cleansing rains to wash all that
salt off the roads. This is especially
important to people like me who own
a vintage Porsche that starts to rust at the mere suggestion
of salty water. This winter in particular seems to have
lingered longer than we have been accustomed to and I’m
desperately looking forward to the all too-short upcoming
driving season. Sadly, I have to confess that I’ve done
nothing on my checklist to improve my summer ride, the
trusty “Butterdish” (914). Perhaps there is still time to take
care of that pesky and embarrassing (especially for me) oil
leak.
April 21st marks the day for the New Member Party
that will be hosted by Automotive Techniques in Novi this
year and starts at 10:00 a.m. Folks who have recently
joined PCA, or have simply transferred from another region
will have an opportunity to ask questions about our D.E.
program as well as get a handle on other activities RSR has
to offer. Included will be a demonstration of a typical tech
inspection. This event is especially important to our club
as getting our “newbies” acquainted with our sustaining
members is an important mission. New members can
drive new ideas and events that will keep our club fresh
and vibrant. Please make a point of joining us for this event
whether you have joined in the past couple of years or are
a veteran to RSR. (see ad on page 10)
Have I mentioned that we have perhaps the finest
Driver’s Education experience available to any organization?
Yes, I know I have but I will continue to pound that point
because, in my humble opinion, it is true. Our first track
event will be held at Waterford Hills on Tuesday May 22nd
this year. Christian and Valerie Maloof, Phil and Nichole
Mather, Rich Chang and Tonya Kneff-Chang and Tom
Krueger handle many of the details that go unseen and
often unnoticed for each and every track event. Christian
has upped RSR’s game by fostering an instructor training
and certification program through Motorsports Safety
Foundation. Being a pioneer in this important program
speaks to the commitment that Christian brings to his
role as Chief Driving Instructor. He leads by example both
on and off the track. If you are not taking advantage of

our Driver’s Education program, you are missing out on
one of the most vital components of PCA membership. I
often suggest to new club members that they should try
our high performance driver’s education (HPDE) program
at least one time. Perhaps you will leave it at the “once is
enough” level or perhaps you will get hooked and join the
many members for whom this has become one of the more
memorable experiences that they will look forward to each
spring. Either way, I’ve never spoken to someone who
has come away feeling they wasted their time; everyone
seems to benefit from even one-time exposure to our
DE program. If you are a member who hasn’t yet taken
advantage of one our HPDE events, please give it strong
consideration. Whether you drive a Panamera or a GT4, I
promise you’ll come away with that DE grin!
If you haven’t yet been made aware, our friends from
the Maumee Valley Region (MVR) are holding a “Run for
the Roses” Kentucky Derby party in our backyard in the
showroom of Germain Porsche of Ann Arbor, Saturday
May 5th, 5:00 to 7:30. Many of our members are familiar
with the great venue that is the Porsche showroom at
Germain Porsche because we have held our Holiday Party
there for the past three years. The folks at Germain really
understand hospitality and now we have an opportunity to
meet some new faces and make some new Porsche friends
from Ohio. Multiple TV sets will be on hand to watch the
race and we can even bet on our favorite ponies. We will be
voting for the “favorite hat” award, so dust off that spring
chapeau or bonnet! This is a charity event with raffles and
other ways to contribute. I’d love to see RSR help to push
contributions off the charts, so please try and make this
exciting, new (to us) event. RSVP to Peter Grant at 734604-1662 or pgrant@speakeasy.net. (see ad on page 6)
These fore-mentioned activities are but a sampling of
what looks to be a very active 2018 driving season. This is
in large part due to the family team of Dru, Matt and Zach
Huber who make up our activity chair. The Hubers not only
schedule club events, they also host and organize events of
their own for RSR. Keep an eye on our calendar because it
is already becoming packed with activities for every taste.
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RSR Calendar of Events
April 3 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin,
Plymouth

July 10 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin,
Plymouth

April 7 (Sat.) 10:00 AM: Roush Museum Tour & Lunch -Host Matt Huber (see page 18)

July 10 (Tues.): Drivers’ Education Event at Waterford Hills

April 21 (Sat.) 10:00 AM: New Member Party, Automotive Techniques -- Host: Tim Pott
May 1 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin,
Plymouth
May 5 (Sat.) 5:00 PM: Maumee Valley Region’s Run for
the Roses Party Charity Event at Porsche of Ann Arbor
(see facing page)
May 19 (Sat.) 10:00 AM: Time With Tim, Automotive
Techniques -- Host: Tim Pott
May 20 (Sun.) 2:00 PM: Spring Tour -- Hosts Mike & Kathy
O’Rear (see page 4)
May 22 (Tues.): Beginner’s Day Drivers’ Education Event
at Waterford Hills
June 5 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin,
Plymouth
June 15 -- 17 (Fri. - Sun.): Drivers’ Education Event at
Grattan Raceway

August 3 -- 4 (Fri. - Sat.): Drivers’ Education Event at Waterford Hills
August 7 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin, Plymouth
August 17-19 (Fri.-Sun.) Porsches Across the Mackinaw
Bridge (Details on this PCA Zone 4 event will be available later in the year)
September 9 (Sun.): Picnic at Sandhills Soaring Club -Hosts Dave Finch, Peter Grant and John Kytasty
September 11 (Tues.): Drivers’ Education Event at Waterford Hills
October 13 (Sat.) 10:00 AM: Fall Color Tour -- Hosts Stewart and Sally Free

November 3 (Sat.): Polar Bear Run -- Host: Sebastian
Gaeta
For more information on surrounding area
events, see “Around the Zone” on page 21.

July 8-14 (Sun.-Sat.): Porsche Parade (see page 18)

Recognition this month goes to Jim Dunham (above left) and Andy Sasyk (right)
for hosting another Movie Night this year. Jim opens his garage full of gearhead
“candy” and Andy helps with the pizza and other arrangements. Jim also served
as the club’s Technical Advisor for many years and Andy regularly helps as an
Instructor at our Drivers’ Education events. Thanks to both for helping make our
club friendly.
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A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance
Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car.
Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other
cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you.
Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely
turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.
When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,
bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –
and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,
cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return
your vehicle to factory specifications.

W. 11 Mile Rd

d Riv

Halsted Rd.
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Grand River Ave.

W. 10 Mile Rd.

Haggerty Rd.
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24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm
www.automarkcollision.com

Membership
Current Membership 502*
* Includes 312 Primary Members

Welcome New Member
Quentin Crank
Brownstown Twp., MI
1985 Red 928 S

Member Anniversaries
Ken & Darcey Owings ................... 30
Peter Grant & Melanie Diana........ 22
Sue Sarin....................................... 21
Jeff Layson..................................... 20
Allan & Nancy Rothfeder............... 20
Donna Wittl................................... 19
Mark Breeding.............................. 18
Bob & Carolyn MacKool................ 17
John & Yvonne Welte.................... 17
Tim & Barb Pott............................. 11

Richard & Susan Allison................ 10
Frank & Shari Burger..................... 10
Jay & Stephanie Riegle.................... 9
Gareth Williams.............................. 8
Tim Boertman & Kathi Manor......... 6
Paul & Carolyn Lichter..................... 5
Tim & Jennifer Mistry...................... 5
Joe & Mary Pat Conen.................... 4
Robert Kay....................................... 4
Steve & Ellen Ramsburgh................ 4

Sabarish Gurusubramanian............. 3
Ron & Deb Weisberger.................... 3
Gary Brandt..................................... 2
Seamus & Marcia Hatch.................. 2
Bob Henderson............................... 2
Gregory Penney.............................. 2
David & Corinne Dehnke................. 1
Elizabeth & Joshua Juarez............... 1

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org. Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter.
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing. If you have questions or need additional information please contact Glenn (810-2277854 or gtrapper@gmail.com).
Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members. Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.
Address Changes: If you change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director:
Vu Nguyen, PO Box 6400, Columbia, MD 21046 and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will
ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama and The Bahn Stormer.
* Please take note: Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with PCA
national.
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More 944 Stories
By member Skip Kuhn (see other articles by Skip at http://exclusive.multibriefs.com/author/skip-kuhn)

My good friend has begun referring to me as a “94bore”
whenever I insist on sharing with him what I deem to be
very useful and ever insightful knowledge about my beloved early 944’s. So when Mike published my earlier article on 944 shopping last month I decided to stop boring
my friends and family and instead bore/entertain a different and unsuspecting audience, aka you the Bahn Stormer
readers with regular updates about my continuing obsessions, quests, and discoveries about early 944’s. So to get
things started let us talk about every collectors/hoarders
(there is a distinction thank you) favorite, “unicorn parts.”
In the land of 944’s, unicorn parts are of course “the parts”
that the internet has deemed sufficiently rare and desirable
to be worthy of a proper quest in the best Indiana Jones
fashion. Of course in a modern context, that quest involves
wasting endless amounts of time surfing the net on Craigslist, Ebay, and numerous other 944 associated sites. Never
you mind that your 944 runs perfectly well just the way it is,
you need these parts.
If you have ever owned a 944 you are familiar with a
power steering system leak of some sort. The P/S system
will, at some point, drool like a large dog waiting for a treat
to come its way. The only exception to this rule would be the
1983 model which was the only year Porsche offered the
944 in the US market with a manual rack and pinion unit;
power steering was optional (yes, it was internet sources. I
own one, I know). Its many virtues of simplicity, road feel
(as postulated/described on the internet), lack of drooling potential, and of course reduced overall system weight
place it in the pantheon of 944 unicorn parts. Of course,
the most desirable unit is the “015” sport unit which came
with an optional ratio of 3.5 vs 4.0 which you know already
if you too are a true 94Bore. You also know that the manual
steering rack requires unique tie rods and a unique intermediate shaft which, apparently being made of some type of
unobtanium, has rendered it permanently in the “no longer
available” category. Acquiring a complete used system, end
to end, without having to buy the rest of the car to go with
it, is not a trivial task. It wouldn’t be a “unicorn” search if it
was, would it?
Unfortunately my 1983 car came equipped with the optional power steering system. This simple mistake, obviously made by the original owner, had left my 1983 944 lacking, dare I say deficient, not only in its fundamental design
simplicity but in the purity and feel of its overall steering
experience (or so I was told by the powers that be online).

So in the name of steering feel, lighter weight, and no more
drools, I set about procuring one of the said elusive manual
rack and pinon steering systems. Fortunately, I like wasting/
spending time on the internet, and after about 2 years of
searching I found an ad on Detroit Craigslist for just such a
system. One email, some impatient waiting, and one phone
call later I appeared to have one in the bag, from of all places, Royal Oak.
I was a tiny bit bothered that my Google maps already
knew the address of the seller. It took me a good portion
of the drive there to realize that I had already purchased
some 996 wheels and tires from the same seller about one
year prior. They were the “winter” wheels from his LS V8
swapped 944. Do not be judgmental, he was young man
with mechanical skills and the need for speed. Two hundred dollars later I had a complete, with intermediate shaft,
manual steering rack system which was, in fact, one of the
015 sport racks so cherished by the internet muses. I know
Mr. Spock said, “the having is not always so pleasing as the
wanting,” but in this case the having was just superb. Not
wanting to waste the opportunity to acquire yet another
early 1983 944, I asked about the car it came from and
whether or not he had that laying around too. He did, it
was in the corner. He had used a Sawzall to cut the entire
body structure up into bite size chunks. Apparently that
was the easiest way for him to haul it off for scrap. Kids,
what are you going to do?
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Porsche Club Exclusive
Porsche Club Members can get

$50.00 OFF a Deluxe Detail
Just $249.00 Normally $299

Buy 3 and Get the 4th Detail for FREE
Just $750.00 for 4 Deluxe Details
Call to Schedule 734.761.3201

Porsche of Ann Arbor
2575 S. State Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Porsche of Ann Arbor

3rd Saturday of Every
Month
(April – Oct)

April 21, May 19, June 16, July 21, August 18,
September 15, October 20

All Cars & Enthusiasts Welcome!

For more information on Cars and Coffee –
jonheidorn@comcast.net

Join us at Zingerman’s Roadhouse
2501 Jackson Ave, Ann Arbor

7:30am – 9:00am

Follow us on Facebook at Ann Arbor Cars and Coffee
This is Not A Rally Sport Region – Porsche Club of America Event
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SATURDAYS AT RENNSTATT

Announcing “Saturdays at Rennstatt”, a twice monthly social gathering
of Porsche lovers right here at Rennstatt on the 2nd and 4th Saturday
of every month from 8am to 11am. Just show up, grab some coffee &
bagels, talk cars with your friends new and old and even show off your
ride in the nice weather--we encourage you to park and display your
car. Also, feel free to bring along anyone you know that might enjoy
themselves.
669 State Circle, Ann Arbor, MI 48108 734-761-1088
w w w.arbormotion.com/rennstatt
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Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

Loyalty
Loyalty has an intrinsic value to manufacturers of all types.
Manufacturers go to great lengths to build and hang on
to loyal customers. Most Porsche owners would describe
themselves as loyal owners. That is reflected in Porsche
owners who own the same Porsche for many decades or
who have owned multiple Porsches over decades. That
would certainly put me in the category of a loyal Porsche
owner as my current 911 was bought new in 1972 and I
have owned six Porsches and usually three at a time. But
that statistic can be beaten by most of my close friends and
countless other Porsche owners.
Loyalty can also be difficult to hold on to by a manufacturer. It takes constant vigilance to cultivate the loyalty of a
customer. Listening and understanding customer needs is
critical to building loyalty. A loyal customer base supports
the credibility of the products value and desirability. Loyal
owners are not only repeat customers they also bring in
new customers. It is often quoted that a happy customer
shares his experience with half a dozen friends where an
unhappy customer tells dozens of friends and even strangers of a bad experience. It seems that the word of mouth
is the more potent opinion maker and opinion changer.
One big struggle for any manufacturer is to evolve their
product while retaining the loyalty of their customers and
expanding their loyal customer base. The recent changes
at Porsche emphasize the tight rope act of introducing new
product lines. We all saw the big marketing effort to link
the loyal customer to the new model cars. How successful this effort was will quickly be reflected in new car sales
numbers. Will the new model Porsches entice loyal owners
to upgrade or expand their Porsche collection? Will potential owners see the new model as the opportunity to join
the ranks of loyal owners?
The competition for loyalty can get pretty cut throat
also. Manufacturers use their marketing to show “there is
no substitute” for their product, even though logically and
factually there are many substitutes. I was amused at a recent marketing ploy by upstart Hyundai to put “sympathy
cards” in car magazines to a competitor’s car that could not
match up to their own. Magazines and TV shows have often
reported biased comparison tests. The power of the advertising dollar to influence even big media companies is well
disguised.
There are some great reasons why we should be loyal.
Besides the perks of customer incentives like new car pre-

views and the support they give our clubs there can be
direct benefits.
Loyal customers can receive favorable
considerations on warranty situations. Loyal customers
are often rewarded with generous new car deals as well as
trade in values. Loyal customers often influence the direction of future products. Loyal customers are often introduced to other customers to share their common interests.
Loyalty is no old fashioned idea in our fast paced world. It
has an intrinsic value in most aspects of our daily life.
The other aspect of loyalty is in the service industry,
specifically to club members, the automotive service and
service parts industry. This is an area even more driven by
customer loyalty. Good service yields a good reputation
and builds not only loyal customers but a growing customer
base. Whether it is a dealer or an independent shop there is
value to cultivating a good relationship with your mechanic
or parts desk associate. Having such a person looking out
for your best interests will give you a much better outcome
in dealing with the inevitable car issues you will encounter.
There is always a level of judgment in solving car problems
and a level of trust that you need to assure yourself that
the professional making those judgments is competent and
professional. Professional certification is a big step in judging competency. But finding the professional that you can
trust as a friend is invaluable. When you find that individual it will pay dividends to cultivate that into a long term
relationship. Show them the consideration of trusting their
judgment and valuing their opinions. Tell them how they
are appreciated and that you spread the word about choosing them exclusively over other service people.
Finding the organizations and people that you will trust
does take effort and research. You can begin to build your
circle of trust by asking your friends for their contacts and
their experiences. A clue that a business cares about you
is reflected in how much they support our PCA region in
advertising and in participation in club events. Loyalty does
go both ways, from customer loyalty to business loyalty;
and it is measureable well beyond dollar values.
Tom Fielitz
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2018 Geneva Auto Show
Story and photos by RSR Board Member Jeremy Goddard

It was quite a treat to have to attend the Geneva Motor
Show in early March; it is more intimate than the massive
Frankfurt and Paris shows, and provided an opportunity to
witness so much more of what is available in the automotive
world than we get to see at the NAIAS: McLaren, Pagani,
Koenigsegg, W Motors, Sbarro (what happened to their
hub-less wheels?)… were there in strength, together with
all the aftermarket companies who get to generate their
own product variants for their respective OEMs: Alpina
(BMW), RUF (Porsche), MTM (Audi), TechArt (Porsche) and
more. The aesthetic/cosmetic carbon-weave treatments
on Paganis and McLaren are breathtaking - and expensive:
the finessed and clear-coated carbon on the McLaren
Senna is a $300,000 option for the spec sheet, to pay for
the additional 3,000 hours of attention.

Adrian Newey’s Aston Martin Valkyrie is truly stunning
with its flowing forms and aero management for maximum
downforce with minimized drag.			

Valkyrie coming and going

McLaren carbon-weave
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The focus in Geneva was generally much more on
involving-performance with economy than on autonomy,
but ITALDesign and others were happily surmising how
people pods might be wheeled or flown depending on
the mission - and the use of their latched attachments.
The evolution in electrified mobility concepts is gathering
strength every day, and many of these proposals are
addressing the third dimension (Dubai is already moving
people in drone pods).
The Porsche stand was included in Hall 2’s Volkswagen
Group enclave (which introduced to Europe the new
SEAT-based Cupra brand of inexpensive, hyper-sportive
hatchbacks and small SUVs taking advantage of the VW
parts bin for their powertrains and brakes; the Cupra 2.0l
turbo applications are giving 370 bhp vs. the Golf R’s 295…).

Excitement at Porsche centred around the new GT3 RS
and the Mission E Cross Turismo concept, although I was
interested also to see the new hybridized version of the
Panamera Turbo S: massive CCB brakes, lots of exhaust …
and its plug-in. Reportedly, 50 % of the Panameras now
sold globally are hybrid variants.
The new GT3 RS is as focussed as expected: magnesium
roof, titanium roll cage, carbon-shelled seats, carbon
bodywork, 520 bhp and from its naturally-aspirated 4.0L
flat-six. Wonderfully resolved, but is this the GT3’s last
razor-sharp hurrah before this flagship model bows to the

E-Tron systems to the larger Porsches and the Bentley
Bentayga (who thought up this ghastly sound?).
Meanwhile, there were several normally-aspirated,
emissions engines delivering 125 bhp/liter (GT3, RUF), and
several turbocharged engines offering 200 bhp/liter (ABT,
MTM) rather impressive. And Jeep revelled in showing
the 700 bhp, Hellcat-engined Grand Cherokee. Internal
combustion still has some life in it. Hahaha.

There were some beautiful concepts including this one
from Hyundai

Porsche GT3 RS
vagaries of turbocharging for performance with economy?
The Mission-E Cross Turismo offers its SUV utility to
Porsche’s upcoming Mission EV range, yet keeps its sibling’s
predicted on-road performance: 0-60 in 3.5 seconds with a
useful 300-mile range and the promise of 80% recharge in
but 15 minutes. The technology and performace is highly

RUF Porsche

Mission E Cross Turismo concept
impressive.
There is free discussion about the next 911 being a
hybrid; Toyota states that it will have no more diesels; HEVs
and EVs will only be allowed into the city centers in the
coming years; and only Dieter Zetscher at Daimler praises
the continuing value of diesel efficiencies and desirable
torque characteristics. VW keeps mum and adapts their

A Koenigsegg is all about the details.
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Got a tricky problem with your Porsche?
We can find it. And we can fix it.

3080 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248.681.8081

Michigan’s #1 Rated Bosch Service Center
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Around The Zone
By Lori Schutz
Zone 4 Representative
Greetings Zone 4,
Zone 4 Rep News - You will be glad to know that I passed
the PCA University 101 training at the Winter Board Meeting held in Baltimore, MD in early February. This is a ½ day
session for new Zone Reps and other PCA national officials.
The rest of the day was spent with the other 13 zone reps
planning our strategy for the year. This continued through
the following day, and then after lunch was the actual
Winter Board Meeting with the Executive Council (EC) and
chair reports. Here’s a few of the Zone Reps with me getting ready to head out for a trip to headquarters.

Zone reps left to right – Zone 4 Lori Schutz, Zone 7 Sandy
Provasi, Zone 14 Dina McDonald, Zone 2 Rose Ann Novotnak and Zone 8 Davem Witteried (Dave took the picture )
Wow, we have a lot going on. I didn’t realize that PCA
National now manages several events! In addition to Parade, there are 2 Werks Reunions, 2 Tech Tactics, 2 Treffens, and gee what else – oh yea – the Mid Ohio IMSA
PorschePlatz and Detroit Grand Prix Porsche Car Corral in
our Zone!
A new wing of the PCA Headquarters office was dedicated on Saturday night – our Executive Council – Caren, Tom,
Cindy, Aaron and Executive Director Vu ‘cut the ribbon’ to
open to the public.

National Awards are really an important way to define
your region. Please be sure to submit your entries for the
Web site contest and Newsletter Contest coming up. The
awards will be presented during the Porsche Parade at Lake
of the Ozarks this summer.
WMR Winterfest – I had the pleasure of attending the
Western Michigan Region Winterfest banquet in February.
Among other fun activities and presentations, they had a
live auction for Porsche specialty items such as books and
clothing and raised over $3,000 for their charity. Way to
go!
2018 Porsche Parade - http://2018parade.pca.org/ - Are
you registered? Nearly 100 of our members have already
registered - a great showing for Zone 4. Key dates to keep
in mind:
1. April 2nd – Phase 2 when you get to register for the actual events at Parade such as banquets, tours and other
activities. In preparation, please study the Phase 2 tutorial when it is published to prepare for the registration
process.
2. July 9th – Zone 4 Party at Parade – 5:00 – 6:30 pm – location to be announced. We already have sponsorship for
T-shirts, Commemorative Glassware, and door prizes –
so please plan to attend if you are going to Parade.
And, to add to my fun, I have accepted a chair position for
the 2018 Porsche Parade - I am also the Parade Historic Car
(Continued on page 21)
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Time With Tim
Story by Past President Rick Mammel with photos by Rick Mammel and Stewart Free

There was another great turnout for the second edition of
Time with Tim, held again at Tim’s new home, Automotive
Techniques.
As always, all questions and topics were discussed with
the main focus on 911 engine valve train function and tim-

ing. As everyone has come to expect of Time With Tim,
there was a fabulous spread of breakfast items courtesy of
proprietors Barbara and Jeff Jones. See you at next month’s
event for another deep dive into the workings of our favorite cars.

Jeff Jones and Tim Pott sharing decades of Porsche repair and tuning experience.

Oh, and there was “Eye Candy.”

Nobody goes home hungry.
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Around the Zone from page 19)
Display Chair. My request to you – if you know of someone
with an historically significant Porsche, specifically from the
Schutz Era - 1981 – 1987, please send them my contact information, or have them contact me. We want to build the
best display ever!
Topic for next month’s article - the report from the Amelia Island Concour! Two of my favorite people - Derek Bell
-Porsche Race Driver, and Ray Shaffer from the Porsche
Experience Center in Atlanta - among others will also be attending!
I look forward to seeing all of you soon at a Region event.
I may surprise you!
Lori
Zone Rep Lori Schutz with Derek Bell and Ray Schafer
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Rennstatt Racing Open House
Story and photos by Member Richard Zarbo

Rennstatt Racing’s newly renovated Porsche-only service
facility within ArborMotion was showcased to 75 Porsche
owners on Saturday, March 10. The new layout is clearly
designed to provide the same high quality repair with a
key focus on efficiency so that jobs are completed in a
timely manner. Sebastian and Narmeen Gaeta, Rennstatt’s
very social owners with a long history of engagement in
the Porsche community, provided a wonderful breakfast
spread for the “fast, friendly and hungry” Porsche crowd.
It was a great opportunity to meet old and new friends under the new hoists and expansive, artful Porsche-themed
wall banners that now decorate the shop.
Active projects were knowledgeably presented by 3
Rennstatt Porsche technicians, Tyler Berry, Joe Planck, and
Tom O’Connor, the latter a master who first put a wrench
to a Porsche in the 1960’s. The orange and purple accented

early 911 RS outlaw being built to customer spec by Tyler
was a crowd favorite. It featured all new suspension, big
Brembo brakes, custom Braid wheels, PMO carb conversion and HD Singer-like Porsche inscribed headlamps.
Rennstatt is managed by Nick Pott, son of RSR President
Tim Pott, who grew up in a shop and is an expert in parts
acquisition as well as technician and shop management.
Sebastian Gaeta’s devotion to the Porsche brand and
commitment to servicing Porsche club members is evident
in this new investment in making an already great repair
shop even better. After a second bagel, Sebastian shared
plans to host “Saturdays at Rennstatt” on the 2nd and 4th
Saturday every month. Well, that pretty much fills out my
weekend calendar!
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Movie Night
Story and photos by RSR Past-President Rick Mammel

In Michigan there are many indicators that spring, gateway
to the driving season, is on its way.. You have the tried
and true days on the calendar for reference, but the more
accurate methods are based on more subjective things,
the first Robin sighting, opening of the corner ice cream
stand, patching crews getting every pothole filled and Jim
Dunham’s movie night.
A pre-driving season tradition started with Jim and his
videographer friend Paul Osborn. It is a yearly car guy rite
of passage to build anxiety towards getting back behind
the wheel after the winter hibernation. Paul is no longer
with us but Jim continues this long standing tradition by
opening his phenomenal workshop / garage to the RSR
Membership. This year with help from co-host Andy Sasyk,
movie night had a trifecta for any enthusiast, visual sights,
great food and wonderful friendship. The visual was a
balance between Jim’s large collection of Porsche cars and
parts. The great food was a movie night staple of munchies
and pizza. The friendship needs no adjectives; everyone in
the club knows how to bench race with the best of them.
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The trailers leading up to the feature film were some of
the best shorts YouTube and Petrolicious have to offer. My
fav was Lord March of Goodwood fame, getting a ride up
his driveway in (actually on) the Beast of Turin. His driveway is used every July for the Festival of Speed.
The feature film was McLaren, a great biography of the
man and the remarkable people he surrounded himself
with. It’s easy to see how the foundation was laid for the
superpower that McLaren has become years after Bruce’s
untimely death.
Thank you again to Jim for opening his doors and
creating the open space in his shop to house all the RSR
members. It took a lot more work than meets the eye.
(Additional photos on facing page)

Glenn “Never Late to the Table” Trapp and host Jim
Dunham partaking of the pizza.

Vintage Munk’s
Taking the bugs
out of your Beetle
since 1969

Really -- you consider this a garage?

3088 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan

service@munks.com
248-335-5424
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Porsche Club of America
Rally Sport Region -- Board/Club Meeting Minutes

Tuesday, February 6th

Tim Pott: President.................................................Present
Peter Grant: Vice-President....................................Present
Burghard Linn: Treasurer........................................Present
Mary Ann Kantrow: Secretary.................................Present
Mike O’Rear............................................................Present
Kevin Kral................................................................Present

Jim Dowty: Insurance Chair....................................Present
Christian Maloof.....................................................Present
Dan Kantrow...........................................................Present
Jeremy Goddard.......................................................Absent
William Roger..........................................................Present

Members & Visitor Present: Andy Sasyk, Jim Christopher,
Sue Sarin, Vigen Darin, Sebastian Gaeta, Phil Mather, Matt
Huber, David Bates, Stephen Phillips, Jon Heidorn, David
Finch, Tim Boertman, Ian Scott, Greg Mercier, Eric Gedeon,
Katrina Bean and Glenn Trapp – Membership/Historian

Events Committee: Dave Cooper is moving and will not be
able to be the Event Chair person. Matt and Dru Huber will
take on the task. Matt reviewed the following list of ideas
for events.

Call to Order: Tim Pott called the meeting to order at
7:10PM at Karl’s Cabin in Plymouth.
President’s Report: None
Meeting Minutes: November meeting minutes were reviewed. Motion: To approve meeting minutes passed.
Treasurer’s Report: Burghard Linn reviewed the November,
December & January Financial Reports. He also reviewed
the 2016 vs 2017 Expense Report and DE Financial Summary. Motion: To approve financial reports passed
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to any
RSR Club member. E-Mail your request to Burghard Linn
(burghard.linn@gmail.com).
Insurance Report: No report.
Advertising Report: No report.
Membership: Glenn Trapp stated that the club stands at
311 members.
Track Report: Christian is looking for sponsors and also
volunteers for the DE events. Dates are on the website.
Newsletter: Mike reported that we need more advertisers
and he always needs more content.

• April 17 (Sat.): Roush Museum -- Host Matt Huber
• March XX (Sat.): Movie Night – Hosts Jim Dunham &
Andy Sasyk
• May 5: MVR – Kentucky Derby Rally. Matt, Tim and Peter will be meeting with the president of MVR to plan the
event.
• May 20 (Sunday): Spring Drive -- Hosts Mike & Kathy
O’Rear
• Aug 17-19: Zone event – Porsches across the Mackinaw
Bridge
• September 9 (Sun.): Picnic at Sandhill Soari ng Club -Hosts: Dave Finch, Peter Grant and John Kytasty
• Oct TBD: Annual RSR Color Tour, Hosts: ??
• Nov 03: Polar Bear Run, Host: Sebastian Gaeta
• Dec. TBD: Holiday Party,
Other Potential Events
• TBD: Yankee Air Museum
• TBD: Gilmore Museum
• TBD: Progressive Dinner
• TBD: Dyno Day, Host -- Andy Sasik
• TBD: Movie Night – summer event
New Business: None.
Old Business: None.
Motion: To adjourn the meeting passed unanimously at
8:06PM.
Minutes taken by: Mary Ann Kantrow, Secretary
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From the Back Seat
By RSR Vice-President Peter Grant

As many of you know, I honored my wife’s desire for a “toy”
car last fall when a one-owner 1991 Mazda Miata came up
in one of her estate sales. I serve as Melanie’s “car guy”
when autos come up in any of her sales, and when I had the
chance to look the car over and spend some time cleaning
it up, I realized it was a pretty good candidate for her wish.
When Melanie agreed, I had a talk with the owner about
acquiring the car for her and a deal was struck. Timing was
not great, and the car has spent the winter on one side of
the garage, covered and waiting for “top-down” weather.
Given that it’s already March 25 and the temperature this
morning was 22 degrees, I’m not exactly sure when that
time might be…but am confident it will come.
On the other side of the garage (made smaller by the
previous owner “borrowing” 3 feet of the garage to expand
the kitchen, so the cars have to sit quite close together) sits
my latest “car-car”…a 2012 Mini Cooper S, an acquisition I
made when I went in search of something that I could use
year-round that had a high “fun to drive” quotient. The car
fits that bill with 10s all around.
It was the juxtaposition of these two cars in the garage
that caught my attention one day as I got out of the Mini.
I noticed that the back of the Mini was a full foot shy of
the back of the Miata, so I went around and looked at the
alignment of the front ends of the two cars…to my amazement, they were perfectly aligned. As small as the Miata is,
the Mini was shorter by a considerable amount. Hmmmm?
This made me notice that as I stared across the top of the
Mini, it towered over the low-slung Miata…again by a considerable margin.
So here in my garage sat the Miata, long revered for its
slot car response and built to the “traditional” sport car
formula…small, low, and light with two seats, an engine in
front, and rear wheel drive. Next to it sits the antithesis
of the sport car formula. Small for sure, but not low, having four seats (kinda!) and front wheel drive! The original
Minis of the 60s, after which the current iteration is reasonably well modeled, was famous for its road racing and
rally performance, putting many of the era’s “traditional”
sports cars such as the MG Midget and Bugeye Sprite to
shame on the track.
All this started me thinking about how race cars (and the
impact they have on street car design and production) have
evolved in terms of both performance and safety because
of people who thought “outside of the box”. Formula 1 cars
of the 50s were “traditional”, bulky cars with solid frames
to which an engine was bolted up front and a differential

bolted in back, with a transmission hung in between the
two. In crash videos from this era you can see an upset car
tumbling end over end completely intact, thus transmitting
the majority of the energy needing to be dissipated directly to the driver who was haplessly strapped inside. These
were brave men who raced these machines.
Then along came Colin Chapman, one of the greatest “out of the box” thinkers in automotive history, who
brought his engineering and design knowledge from the
aviation industry and applied it to the cars he designed
and built at Lotus. Focused on building light and responsive
cars, his competitors were building bigger, heavier, more
“powerful” cars, to which he famously commented, “adding power makes you faster on the straights. Subtracting
weight makes you faster everywhere.” It was not long before the racing industry followed his lead, and the traditional design of a “proper” sports car (and Formula 1 racer)
went out the window, and in the window came lighter,
faster, more efficient, and safer cars with mid-engine layouts, monocoque chassis, and body parts designed to disintegrate on impact, thus dissipating energy away from the
driver in a crash.
Since the 60’s, Formula 1 design has gone through the
roof and the cars today are technical tour-de force machines capable of generating g-forces that are hard for a
“normal” driver to comprehend. But along the way, who
can forget the Tyrrell P34 Six- wheeled car, or the Brabham
BT46B Fan car that was so clearly dominant in its only race
that it was immediately made illegal. Continuing in Formula 1, Williams introduced an “active” suspension in their
FW14B car. It was quickly banned from Formula 1, but is
now standard equipment in some of our favorite Porsches,
as well as many other high performance street cars.
Switching away from Formula 1, in CanAm racing Chaparral has the distinction of building two cars bearing technologies that were banned from the series. Borrowing a
page from the BrabhamBT46B car, the Chaparral 2J CanAm
car had a second (small) engine that vacuumed air out from
under the car…can you spell “down-force”? Then they built
the Chaparral 2E which had a variable angle spoiler that
could be adjusted to provide maximum down-force in corners and reduced drag less down-force I the straightaways.
In Indy car racing, remember the 1967 Andy Granatelli
all-wheel drive turbine car that missed winning the Indy
500 due to a bearing failure with only a few laps to go?
(Continued on page 31)
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CL A SSIFIED A DS
CARS FOR SALE
1973 Porsche 914-4 2.0L Wide-Body (has 916 style fiberglass flares molded into
the body) Florida car (inland-from Orlando area)
stored in Michigan since
2004. 162,000 miles,
Complete disassemble
and professional repaint
in 1999 a beautiful BMW
Sinibar Red (originally Baby Blue). 5 Speed Trans. Engine
is stock except for Dellorto (Italian Weber) carbs and sport
exhaust. 1973 2.0L engines had the highest horsepower(95) of all the 4 cylinder 914 Porsches. Excellent condition chrome bumpers and 4-bolt, 8-spoke Alloy Wheels
(6x14front and 7x14rear with good condition P215-60R14
Kumho tires) with 1 inch wheel spacers. Body is solid.
Needs some suspension work and Interior re-assembly to
get it back on the road. Also has an aftermarket underdash AC system (can be removed). $6,500 OBO. Call Gary
Starin; Cell: 248-425-0799 (09/17)
1984 Porsche 944: Brown with tan/brown vinyl and cloth
interior. Approximately
88K original miles. Everything works except for
the A/C system. Original
and unmolested car, runs
well, nice condition, interior is great with only a
few minor dash cracks. It has the original Blaupunkt radio with power antenna, cruise control, power deck lid release, power sunroof and windows. All the major service is
complete including Factory Porsche engine mounts, Sachs
/ Boge shocks and struts, reference sensors, belts, rollers,
WP, clutch, throw out bearing, O2 sensor, tires, fuel level
sending unit, tires, fluids, and power steering lines. The
updates include H4 headlamps, solid state DME relay, tail
light update, and new shifter boot. $5500. Please contact Skip Kuhn at 734-344-9506 or T1143RK@gmail.com.
(07/17)
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2009 911 Carrera 4S: Bone stock, clean. 62,300 miles,
6-speed manual. Car
comes with extensive
maintenance history
(receipts and invoices).
MSRP was ~$115k. Additional options: Bodycolored center console, Bose high end sound, Navigation,
heated seats, Dynamic cornering bixenons, factory sport
exhaust, sport PASM, Sport Chrono package. $55,000. For
videos, detailed photos and test drives contact Heramb
Dandekar at heramb21@gmail.com (06/17)

OTHER ITEMS

Simpson Bandit helmet: SA2015, size XXL. Predrilled for
restraint system, comes with extra
interior padding and helmet bag.
Bought new last summer, only
worn once at Grattan DE. As new
in the box. $395. Contact Jeff Uhlman MVR-PCA 419-260-8644 or
mittlemotor@gmail.com (04/18)
Four Hancook Ventus S1 Evo run-flat tires; 225/45-17,
$180 obo. Also, 4 Dunlop SP Winter Sport 3D tires, 225/4517, $140. All tread depths about 5mm. Call Andy Sasyk or
text 734-718-6432. (03/18)
Four 17” Rial Turbo Twist (Cup 3) Wheels: from 1995
Carrera 4. Front 7.5Jx 17H2. Rear
9Jx 17H2. $750.00. Never used.
Some minor scratches near center from moving while in storage.
Dunlop SP Winter Sport tires are
currently mounted. Less than 50
miles. 205/50R17 and 255/40R17
mud and snow. Dated 2001. Could
coordinate local delivery. Contact
Mike McGarry.
248-701-2143.
red993@icloud.com. (11/17)

Car Storage: heated, secured $550 up to 6 months. Call Clem
Weierstahl 810-636-2840. (09/17)

Don’t miss a thing about Rally Sport Region
events and other happenings. Keep your
address up to date with both Porsche Club
of America (pca.org) and MotorsportReg
(https://www.motorsportreg.com/)

(Back Seat from page 29)
Speaking of turbines, Chrysler actually built some prototype turbine cars that they released for testing on public
roads in 1963…talk about “outside the box” cars! Audi combined diesel power with hybrid technology to win the 24
Hours at La Mans in 2006.
The list of “outside the box” thinkers in the automotive
world is without doubt endless, and full of brilliance and
“not so much” brilliance, but the end result is that we drive
incredible cars today. The performance and safety available
in even the simplest of cars is truly impressive. So take off
your hats and salute all those “out of the box” thinkers. We
all ride in an automotive box full of “out of the box” ideas!

(Editor’s Note: Kathy and I spend each March in San
Clemente, California -- a “goldilocks” place that’s never too
hot and never too cold. In addition it is a place of auto surprises. For example below is a Mercedes 300SL Gull-wing
coupe that we parked next to at the beach. A “museum
piece” used to drive to lunch!)
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The Bahn Stormer
2686 Parkridge Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48103

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

©Porsche Cars North America, INC. Porsche Recommends seat belt usage and observation of all traffic laws at all times
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